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Character 6: Hugh Canduit 





Introduction 

I’m Hugh Canduit...personal fitness trainer               

extraordinaire. If  you need to get in shape, we’ll get you 

there. I’ve been told I’m like a male Adonis with my 

blonde hair and blue eyes. I like to this my best feature 

are these muscles I’ve sculpted.  

 

I’m not huge into the whole ‘murder mystery’ scene but 

my girlfriend talked me into coming along. Who am I 

to deny people of  my presence? You never know when 

someone can be pep-talked into joining the gym, after 

all.  

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT 

PAGE UNTIL INSTRUCTED BY 

THE NARRATOR. 



Round Three 

When asked what exactly you and Anita were doing, let Anita 

do the talking first, then add:  

“Yeah, Paige was always going on and on and on about 

her murder research and leaving to go explore. I had no 

interest in that. I wanted to stay here, run my gym, and 

not talk about murder all the time. When I met Anita, it 

was easy...I mean all she likes is a few presents and 

won’t talk my head off  about topics I could care less 

about.”   

IT’S TIME TO MAKE YOUR          

ACCUSATION...TAKE A MINUTE 

TO JOT DOWN YOUR SUSPECT 

AND MOTIVE. 

Question Sue Denym:  

“So what are you really doing here? Why is a teen          

wannabe model here?”  



Round One 

Ask Otto Bayografi:  

“So, Otto, how is your book coming along? You gonna 

be published soon?” 

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT 

PAGE UNTIL INSTRUCTED BY 

THE NARRATOR. 

When asked who you’re here with, reply:  

“Paige and I have been seeing each other for a few 

years now. I don’t know what I’m going to do now that 

she’s gone.” 



Round Two 

After Sue mentions hearing a male voice in the ladies’ room:  

“Would you recognize who it was? Do you know who 

it was?”  

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT 

PAGE UNTIL INSTRUCTED BY 

THE NARRATOR. 

Ask Nell Anvoid:  

“So, Nelly is it, where were you while Paige was              

murdered?”  

When asked where you’d gone off  to and why you didn’t return 

until a few minutes before the program:  

“I was catching up with Anita...I hadn’t seen her in a 

while and we’re friends. We go way back.”  


